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G Tables3

Letter “G” in G-Tables stands for Generativeness. 
Every single table is unique.
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We draw the best
from nature



 G-Table
 New version of our well-known G-Table

 was co-created with Beton.exe – a
 company with a mastery in forming

 extremely durable material – concrete.
 On the one hand, table tops give the

 impression of toughness and stability,
 on the other hand, FiDU steel

 construction create a feeling of
.lightness and fragility
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.We aspire to create innovative, customised, bionic shapes
features we are able to generate tailored 5 By modifying
parametric arches. They are not limited in scale. We use

generated forms as table constructions supporting custom
.table tops. Our tables’ legs are smooth delicate and frigale

But they can change the thickness and become visually
.stronger and dominant
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G-Table
 G-Table K is made of coppered steel and ancient Kauri wood

 50.000 that has been buried in marshes of New Zealand for
 years. Its past was recorded in subtle and absolutely

 unique structure of tree rings. The pleasant scent of Kauri
 makes G-Table K not only an artistic object, but also an

 intensive sensual experience. Colors of table top by Holzano
 and copper base made with FiDU technology match and

 create a consistent entity. Kauri is the oldest wood of the
 world while FiDU technology is the most innovative way of

.metal forming. This is where the past meets the future
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G-Console
 Mono

           Marvelous lightness of
 a single-legged version that

 charms with unusual look
.of lean, organic shapes
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G-Console
Duo

 Furnish your interior
 with    a remarkable

 double-legged decoration
 that will be      functional
 and aesthetic adornment

 of the space - a bionic
 console. It’s a noble mix of
 the spirit of sophisticated

 interiors and beguiling
.design
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G-Console
Duo
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22 G-Console Duo

Products and dimensions

 The collection includes steel mirrors standing and hanging
 which, thanks to the material used do not break up after a fall.

 The product of form and function with the latest collection of
 .mirrors gives an infinite number of possible arrangements

G-Console Duo

G-Console Mono

G Table

Table final dimensions to be agreed with the customer*

mm 750=H
 mm 1590 =L

mm 750=H
 mm 1680 =L

 Uniqueness never
goes out of style
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